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1. INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. energy system, particularly the electricity generation sector, is expected to undergo substantial 
changes in the next three decades.  The energy system must respond to increasing demands for fuels and 
electricity, deregulation of electricity markets, evolving environmental regulation  (especially for 
emissions associated with fossil fuel use), changes in fuel markets and the development of new 
technologies.  Some of the most important and capital intensive changes will involve the future mix of 
electricity generating assets, including different technologies and fundamental energy sources.  The mix 
of electricity generating assets represents an enormous, long-term societal investment that is crucial to the 
productivity and sustainability of the entire U.S. economy. 

In 2000, EPRI’s Environment Division published the Energy-Environment Policy Integration and 
Coordination Study (E-EPIC).  E-EPIC investigated the potential effects on the U.S. energy system and 
overall economy of future regulations for emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and 
carbon dioxide (CO2) over a period extending from the present to the year 2050.  The study found that 
these effects could be very significant and that insufficient coordination of the schedule for restricting 
emissions with a timetable for developing appropriate, sustainable technologies could lead to inefficient 
swings in fuel use, as well as inefficient and even “stranded” investment in energy assets and technology. 

The E-EPIC study utilized the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) developed and employed by 
the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration (EIA).  EIA uses NEMS for long-
term forecasting, including the production of its Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) reports.  NEMS was used 
for the E-EPIC study because its inherent features are suited to the study objectives and because of the 
widespread recognition and understanding of the model.  The EPRI team extended NEMS U.S. energy 
system modeling time horizon out to year 2050, with post-2020 emphasis on the electricity generating 
sector.  EPRI applied a modified version of the model for the post-2020 period, along with an 
accompanying set of assumptions about the development and performance of electricity generating and 
energy consuming technologies from 2021 to 2050.1  For the period up to 2020, however, the basic 
assumptions and simulation logic employed by EIA for the then-current version of NEMS were 
maintained for the E-EPIC study.2 

One aspect of the E-EPIC study that has received some criticism is its treatment of nuclear power 
generating technology.  At the time of the E-EPIC study,  EPRI employed NEMS modeling assumptions 
regarding the cost and performance of technologies  for new nuclear generation that were generally based 
on past designs.  The E-EPIC study used EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook 1999 (AEO99) forecast as a 
starting point, recognizing that AEO99 considered that “the uncertainty associated with [nuclear power] 
waste, regulatory and financial issues is sufficiently large…Unresolved conditions would lead to 

                                                      
1  At the time of the E-EPIC analyses NEMS projections extended to year 2020.  NEMS now projects the 

behavior of the U.S. energy system out to year 2025. 
2 EIA updates NEMS annually, including assumptions regarding technologies and other factors.  The 

AEO 1999 version of NEMS was used for the E-EPIC study.  The AEO 2001 version of NEMS, along 
with a modified version and supplemental models for analysis of the 2021 to 2050 period, was used for 
the present study. 
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investments in alternative capacity additions or a delay…Therefore, no newly ordered nuclear plants are 
assumed to become operational by 2020.”3   

Although this assumption was used for the E-EPIC analysis, many in the nuclear industry argued that 
these previous economic, regulatory and technical assumptions were unrealistically pessimistic when 
considering the nuclear generating technology that will reasonably be available for future nuclear power 
plants.   In particular, the AEO99 assumptions did not reflect recent and pending developments and 
regulatory approvals regarding new, advanced nuclear designs.  As a direct consequence of maintaining 
the AEO99 assumptions, the E-EPIC study did not project any significant role for new nuclear generating 
plants in the future U.S. electric generating mix.   E-EPIC did include sensitivity analyses that reflected an 
assumed reduction in the cost of new nuclear generating capacity after 2020, which projected significant 
potential for the economic entry of new nuclear capacity in the 2030 to 2050 period.  However, because 
the focus of E-EPIC was on the implications of environmental regulatory proposals that would impact 
fossil-fired generating capacity prior to 2020, the long-term nuclear market penetration issue was not 
emphasized. 

Since the completion of the E-EPIC study, it has become apparent that there will be more stringent 
national restrictions on emissions from fossil-fired electric generating plants.  The precise schedule for 
these requirements, the magnitude of the reductions that will be required, and the issue of “if and when” 
CO2 emissions will be regulated, all remain to be resolved.  What is clear, however, is that non-emitting 
generation (e.g., nuclear, wind, solar, and hydro) will be an increasingly important complement to fossil-
fired generation in the future.  These considerations have led to the current study.   

The present study has applied a more recent version of NEMS as its primary analytic tool, but it departed 
from EIA’s assumptions regarding the nuclear generating technology available for deployment in the near 
future.  Instead, this study relies on EPRI assessments of the most likely cost and performance 
characteristics of advanced nuclear generating technology.4  Its purpose is   1) to assess the potential use 
of next-generation advanced nuclear generating technology on a competitive economic basis under a 
range of possible regulatory and market conditions and  2) to gain an understanding of the potential long-
term benefits of the entry of advanced nuclear technology into the U.S. electric generating mix.  

                                                      
3 Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook 1999 – Electricity Market Module, published on EIA 

website.  
4 For this study the cost and performance assumptions for all electric generating technologies were 

reevaluated and revised in light of the most current EPRI analyses.  However, the changes with respect 
to EIA’s assumptions were by far the greatest for nuclear generating technology. 
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2. METHODOLOGY  

As noted in the introduction, this study relied on the NEMS model for most of the quantitative analysis 
presented in this report.  NEMS can be set up to reflect a variety of alternative technical, regulatory and 
market conditions.  NEMS comprehensively projects costs, supply and demand balances, and equilibrium 
prices in electricity, natural gas, coal, petroleum and environmental markets from the present to 2020.5  It 
integrates the projected activities of various energy markets, and provides considerable detail in its 
Electricity Market Module, in several fuel market modules and in its disaggregated treatment of end-use 
demands in the transportation, industrial, commercial, and residential sectors.6 

Readers consulting NEMS documentation should bear in mind that this study used the AEO 2001 version 
of NEMS.  However, EPRI incorporated revised electric generation technology cost and performance 
assumptions based on its own research activities.  A detailed description of these revised assumptions is 
presented in Appendix A.  

 

2.1. Modeling the U.S. Energy System and Economy from 2000 to 2050 
 

U.S. energy infrastructure is long-lived.  Thus, investment decisions made today will affect the mix of 
technologies for decades to come.  Many, if not most, of the new technologies being built or developed 
within the next decade will have useful lives beyond the year 2020, and some facilities will last beyond 
year 2050.  Hence, this study has adopted a fifty-year horizon for selected scenarios, in order to examine 
the long-term costs, prices and other effects of U.S. energy and environmental choices and policies.   

 

To address the 2050 time horizon, the Electricity Market Module (EMM) in NEMS was extended beyond 
2020, and applied in combination with customized econometric models for projecting national energy 
consumption, fuel prices, and carbon emissions in energy consuming sectors over the period 2000 to 
2050.  Beyond 2020, econometric model results derived from NEMS projections to 2020 were applied 
iteratively with the EMM simulations to project regional fuel and electricity prices, national supply and 
demand balances, and energy prices in the industrial, commercial, residential and transportation sectors 
out to 2050.  The methodology for the post-2020 projections of U.S. energy choices and market behavior 
out to year 2050 is discussed in Appendix B.   
 

   

                                                      
5 The NEMS time horizon was extended out to 2025 by EIA for the Annual Energy Outlook 2003. 
6 EIA provides extensive documentation of NEMS on the Internet at: 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/bookshelf/docs.html 
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2.2. Cases Modeled for this Study 
 

The following seven cases were modeled to examine the potential addition of new nuclear generating 
capacity under a range of relevant conditions.   

A. Nuclear Base Case 

This case incorporates all of the revised assumptions regarding the cost and performance of 
generating technologies based on EPRI assessments described in Appendix A.  (Note that no cases 
run for this study maintained all of EIA’s original assumptions used for AEO2001 regarding 
technology cost and performance.)  The most significant of EPRI’s revised assumptions, by far, is the 
assumption that a 1000 MW advanced nuclear generating plant could be sited and built at a capital 
cost of $1250/kW with construction on the first possible new plant starting at the earliest in 2005.  
The four-year construction period leads to a first possible in-service date of 2009.  This base case, 
against which the other cases are compared, projects its results to a 2050 time horizon. 

B. No New Nuclear Plants Case 

This case differs from the Nuclear Base Case only in that no new nuclear generating capacity is 
allowed to be added to the generating mix at any time during the period of analysis.  By comparing 
this case with other cases, this case illuminates the various benefits of adding nuclear generating 
capacity.  This case projects its results out to a 2050 time horizon. 

C. Moderate Carbon Tax Case 

This case assumes that a tax is imposed on emissions of CO2 across all fuel consuming sectors, 
including electricity generation. The tax begins at $5/tonne (metric ton) of carbon in 2011 and 
increases by $5/tonne/year until it reaches $50/tonne in 2020, and remains at that level thereafter.  
This level of carbon tax is “moderate” by comparison to tax levels projected to be needed to reduce 
U.S. carbon emissions to levels consistent with the Kyoto Protocol (see footnote 18).  The choice of 
this case should not be construed as an endorsement of such a tax or of the desirability of reducing 
carbon emissions by any particular amount.  Rather, it is intended to provide an understanding of a 
potential regulatory policy that could be adopted that would have important implications for both the 
economic competitiveness of nuclear generating technology and the potential benefits that such 
technology could provide to the U.S. energy system.   This case was run to a 2050 time horizon. 

D. Low Gas Price Case 

Because natural gas-fired plants s have recently dominated additions to U.S. generating capacity and 
are projected to do so for the foreseeable future, they provide direct competition for new advanced 
nuclear generating plants.   Because fuel costs are the major driver of total generating costs for natural 
gas-fired plants, the price of natural gas is a crucial factor in this economic competition, whereas, 
capital costs represent a much larger share of total generating costs for new nuclear plants.  Therefore, 
three alternative gas resource cases were run out to year 2020. These cases complemented and 
expanded upon the three different gas price projections to year 2050 that were simulated in the three 
cases A, B and C described above. 
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 NEMS incorporates a sub-model that calculates a natural gas supply curve relating gas prices to  
cumulative consumption over multiple years.  Two fundamental parameters for the NEMS gas supply 
model are the extent of gas reserves that remain to be discovered and extracted (“unproved reserves”) 
and the efficiency and costs of gas exploration and extraction technologies.  EIA developed reference 
case assumptions for each of these parameters and also developed alternative assumptions for AEO 
2001 sensitivity cases.  The present study’s Nuclear Base Case utilized EIA’s reference case 
assumption regarding the cost of exploration and extraction in conjunction with the assumption of 
constrained gas reserves that had been utilized by EIA in one of its AEO2001 sensitivity cases (i.e., 
reserves lower than in the AEO2001 Reference Case).  In contrast, the present study’s Low Gas Price 
Case utilized EIA’s reference case assumptions for these parameters.  (See Figure 3-7 for a 
comparison of wellhead gas prices under the different cases projected in this study.)  The Low Gas 
Price Case was run to a 2020 time horizon. 

E. High Gas Price Case 

This case used the same constrained gas reserves assumption employed for the Nuclear Base Case, 
combined with an assumption of higher costs for exploration and extraction technologies, as used by 
EIA for one of its AEO 2001 sensitivity cases.  This case was run to a 2020 time horizon. 

F. Highest Gas Price Case 

This case differed from the High Gas Price Case in that gas reserves were assumed to be further 
constrained.  This case was run to a 2020 time horizon. 

G. 10% Lower Capital Cost for Advanced Nuclear Case 

This case assumed that the capital cost for new advanced nuclear plants was reduced by 10% relative 
to the Nuclear Base Case (i.e., $1125/kW rather than $1250/kW).  This case provided a means of 
testing whether the near-term economic competition between natural gas plants and advanced nuclear 
plants for new capacity additions was so close that a small reduction in the capital cost of new nuclear 
plants would make a large difference in projected additions.  This case was also run to a 2020 time 
horizon. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. Overview 

The primary aim of this study is to examine the economic competitiveness of the next generation of 
advanced nuclear power generating technology, in order to measure the potential for market penetration 
of new nuclear plants in the next three to four decades and to determine the resulting effects on the U.S. 
energy system.  For this screening study advanced nuclear generating technology was characterized based 
on EPRI’s Energy Supply Roadmap (Volume II), published in January 1999.  Specific assumptions were 
updated based on an EPRI internal evaluation of the projected cost and performance characteristics of the 
next generation of nuclear generator design.7  In the near future Westinghouse will likely seek design 
certification from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for an AP1000 modular pressurized water reactor 
with “simplified safety systems that rely solely on natural forces.”  The estimated costs of this design are 
expected to be consistent with the assumed costs for the advanced nuclear generating plants that are the 
basis for the projections in this study. 

As discussed below, this screening study indicates that new advanced nuclear generation technology 
could achieve significant market penetration on an economic basis under a variety of possible future 
conditions. Besides examining the prospects for nuclear plant market penetration against competing 
electricity generation technologies, which are also improving over time, these analyses also provide a 
preliminary view of the potential role and effects of advanced nuclear generation in the overall U.S. 
energy system and economy.  Study results, summarized in this section, are organized into six different 
areas, which are intended to illuminate the following questions:  

• What conditions would contribute to reinvigorated market penetration by advanced nuclear power 
technology? 

• How would other electricity generating technologies and fuels be affected by the addition of new 
advanced nuclear plants to the U.S. generating mix? 

• How might the U.S. economy be affected? 

• How might the entry of new nuclear generating capacity affect energy price levels and price 
volatility?  

• How could advanced nuclear technology help achieve emission- and air quality-related goals in a 
cost-effective manner? 

• How could the addition of new nuclear plants provide benefits that would enhance the 
sustainability of the U.S. energy system, such as increased fuel diversity?    

                                                      
7  The EPRI costs applied here are based on a 1000 MW plant design, which has greater economies of 

scale than the AP-600 design.  EPRI estimates that the AP1000 will cost about 30% less than the 
AP600 on a $/KW basis.  By comparison, EIA’s earlier NEMS modeling for its AEO projections 
assumed nuclear power plant costs about 50% higher than the projected costs for the AP600. 
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3.2.  Conditions Leading to Potential Penetration of Advanced Nuclear Technology 

3.2.1 Busbar Costs As Initial Indicators of Competitiveness  

Prior to applying the complex modeling logic in NEMS, the economic competition among different 
generating technologies can be roughly viewed by expressing the cost of generation from each competing 
technology as levelized dollars per megawatt hour (MWh) of output.  This “busbar cost” includes variable 
costs associated with each incremental MWh, due to fuel use, variable operating costs and emission 
penalties.  Busbar cost also includes fixed costs which are effectively spread over all MWh of output, 
including fixed operating and maintenance costs expressed as dollars per kilowatt per year ($/kW-year) 
and, most importantly,  capital costs expressed as dollars per kilowatt..  

Capital cost includes both a return of capital (such as represented by depreciation or repayment of debt 
principal) and return on capital, such as interest payments and return on equity (e.g., in the form of 
shareholder dividends and stock price appreciation).  For the technology comparisons illustrated below, 
capital costs are based on an after-tax real discount rate (weighted cost of debt and equity capital) of 7.1% 
and a 20-year cost recovery period.  In the dollars per MWh busbar generation costs characterizing each 
technology, capital cost is represented by a levelized capital recovery cost in constant dollars.  When 
applied in each year of the 20-year cost recovery period and discounted, this cost yields the required 
target return of investment plus return on capital (interest and equity) investment. For a stand-alone 
merchant plant investment in a fully deregulated market, the use of a higher discount rate would produce 
a higher levelized capital cost for a given amount of initial investment by requiring faster capital 
recovery.  On the other hand, using a longer than 20-year cost recovery period would reduce the levelized 
capital cost by spreading capital recovery over more years.      

The levelized capital recovery cost is combined with the other costs to produce a levelized $/MWh busbar 
generation cost.  It is only meaningful to compare technologies on a $/MWh basis for a particular capacity 
factor (i.e., the percent of the year a generator is utilized), since higher utilization permits a fixed cost to 
be spread over more MWh.  To illustrate the competition for the role that would be filled by nuclear 
generation, we consider baseload operation by comparing technologies at an 85 percent annual capacity 
factor.  For this study, it was anticipated that nuclear generating technology would achieve a greater 
penetration than projected in EIA’s AEO2001 and AEO2002 studies, mainly because the present study 
assumes lower capital costs for nuclear technology, giving a lower busbar cost in $/MWh.8   
                                                      
8 The present study also assumed lower fixed O&M costs, but slightly higher long-term nuclear fuel cycle 

costs.  In NEMS modeling, generating technology additions and retirements are selected to minimize 
the net present value (NPV) of projected long-term generation costs to meet electric loads in each 
region, including costs assigned to the probabilistic value of unserved energy. This is similar to the 
integrated resource planning paradigm, such as might be practiced by a vertically integrated, regulated 
utility. The $/MWh cost for a generating technology then provides a preliminary basis for estimating a 
technology’s contribution to the regional cost of serving loads. On the other hand, in a competitive, 
deregulated environment, technology selections and investments will be made on the basis of 
maximizing expected net income adjusted for risks, which represents the operating margin (revenues 
minus operating costs, interest and tax payments.)  In this case, we may view the $/MWh cost as 
representing operating costs plus depreciation plus interest and tax payments, and also including a fixed 
target net income (profit margin) that achieves a target return on capital. As discussed later, there are 
several reasons why these levelized $/MWh comparisons provide an incomplete picture of the 
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3.2.2 Competing Technology Busbar Costs in 2010 

When comparing several major kinds of baseload generating technologies expected to compete for 
selection in 2010 under the Nuclear Base Case, “snapshot” busbar $/MWh cost profiles show that 
advanced natural gas-fired combined cycle (NGCC) technology is favored (Figure 3-1), followed by 
advanced nuclear technology and two types of coal-fired technology, with renewable technologies wind 
and biomass lagging.9  However, this simplified cost comparison is based on “snapshot” year 2010  prices  
for natural gas and other fuels.  More realistically,  the comparison of generating technologies  takes into 
account the expected trend in fuel costs over time, such as the rising trend for natural gas prices projected 
under the Base Case. When the  $/MWh cost profiles for 2010 are re-derived using fuel prices levelized 
over 20 years (based on yearly fuel price projections under the Base Case),10 advanced nuclear technology 
and “solid fuel” coal technology (pulverized coal in the 2010 time frame) are seen to be as attractive as 
advanced NGCC.  This reflects the projected increase in natural gas prices and a very slight drop in 
projected coal prices.11  While wind energy systems (WES) appear to have similar competitive costs,  
they  have disadvantages that are not reflected in the $/MWh cost profile. These disadvantages include the 
intermittent nature of wind generation, which means that wind generation can’t be dispatched as needed, 
and the limitation of high quality wind sites (on which Figures 3-1 and 3-2 are based) to certain regions of 
the country.  Such issues are being debated and are evolving as technologies mature.12   

                                                                                                                                                                           
economic competition among technologies in the real world and also as simulated in NEMS modeling. 
Nevertheless, these busbar comparisons provide a preliminary indication of the economic attractiveness 
of competing technologies, as well as a formal basis for examining how changes in technology 
characteristics and alternative market and regulatory conditions can change the relative economic 
attractiveness of technologies.  

9 This comparison is made at an 85% capacity factor for the “dispatchable” nuclear, coal and biomass 
technologies, with biomass limited to an 80% capacity factor as assumed by EIA for its AEO2001 
analysis.  Wind generators are limited to a 42% capacity factor used to represent the best sites (versus 
36% in AEO2001).   

10 Note that natural gas prices are more important for the economic performance of combined cycle plants 
than are uranium prices for nuclear plants.  This is the case because fuel costs are a larger component of 
busbar costs for combined cycle plants (about 50%) than for nuclear plants (10 to 20%). 

11 These $/MWh calculations are based on leveled “look-ahead” fuel prices derived from  projected 
(output) yearly prices under the Base Case.  In the actual NEMS technology selection logic, fuel price 
expectations for coal are based on a 1% decline per year, similar to the projected trajectory in this 
study.  For selecting natural gas generating technologies, NEMS’s fuel price expectations are based on 
future prices that rise as an exponential function of cumulative production after 1990 up to the year in 
question, calibrated to give a target wellhead price of about $7/MMBtu (1999$) when cumulative post-
1990 production reaches 2000 tcf.  Note that the projected cumulative consumption to 2010 is about 
400 tcf.  The resulting price rise is gradual and then accelerates somewhat when hitting an inflection 
point at about $3.50/mmBtu.  This NEMS approach to natural gas price expectations may give a slower 
“look-ahead” gas price rise than does use of the actual projected trajectory in the present study’s Base 
Case.       

12 In California, the Northwest, and some other locations, wind is given concessions, such as having 
balancing energy costs averaged over a longer period such as a month, rather than being charged 
hourly.  In evaluating a nuclear plant’s potential baseload role in competitive electricity markets, the 
relevant comparison is for energy, not capacity.  
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Figure  3-1. Baseload Technology Busbar Cost Profiles: Base Case in 2010 (Single Year Fuel Costs) 
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Figure  3-2. Baseload Technology Busbar Cost Profiles: Base Case in 2010 (Levelized Fuel Costs) 

These $/MWh cost profiles illustrate how the nuclear technology’s high fixed costs, including capital and 
fixed O&M (which includes decommissioning fund contributions), are offset by higher variable costs for 
the coal-fired and, especially, the gas-fired technologies, including fuel costs plus variable operating costs 
plus emission penalties. With very low SO2 and NOx emissions per MWh, the advanced coal- and gas-
fired technologies have lower costs associated with likely future SO2 and NOx emission penalties than do 
existing natural gas-fired steam plants and especially existing coal plants.13 However, the capital and 
operating costs for the new coal and gas technologies already include costs for control equipment and 
processes to reduce emissions.   
 

3.2.3  Competing Technology Costs in Later Years 

Looking further into the future, projections of technology cost and performance become more uncertain. 
However, it is important to consider the role that more refined versions of a technology may play further 
into the future, where the energy landscape and technology needs may change substantially.  For example, 
some of today’s fuel sources may become more costly or problematic; new fuel sources may become 

                                                      
13 In these $/MWh cost profiles, the assumed emission penalties (costs of allowances or credits) were 

$250/ton for SO2 and $500/ton for NOx. Under more stringent SO2 and NOx reduction policies, such as 
some of those being proposed today (mid-2002), these penalties could be substantially higher, 
especially for NOx.  However, while regional or nationwide caps would likely affect existing 
generators significantly, they would have a lesser impact on the overall cost of new, more efficient and 
lower emitting fossil-fueled generators.    
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available; thermal efficiency of new plants may be improved, and both environmental requirements and 
electric load growth may change substantially.  

Looking beyond the Base Case technology decision in 2010 to consider a technology decision in 2025, 
the comparison of baseload technologies is altered due to projected advances in the technologies and 
changes in fuel prices (Figure 3-3).  All of the technologies are projected to experience improvements in 
capital and operating costs.  These improvements benefit the natural gas technology less than the other 
technologies, mainly because it has less potential for capital cost improvements.  The $/MWh busbar 
costs projected for a 2025 technology decision reflect a slight decline in coal prices and flat prices for 
uranium and biomass fuels,14  but they reflect a significant increase in natural gas prices.  This increase 
more than offsets the improved efficiency assumed for the advanced NGCC technology.  By the 2025 
time frame wind appears to be more competitive than in 2010, and increased additions of WES are 
projected, although WES are still hampered by the intermittency of generation plus regionally restricted 
high quality wind sites.  The net effect of these projected changes is that advanced nuclear plants have a 
slight cost advantage over other baseload technologies in this timeframe. 
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Figure  3-3. Baseload Technology Busbar Cost Profiles: Base Case in 2025 (Levelized Fuel Costs)  

3.2.4 Projected Deployment of Advanced Nuclear Technology Under the Base Case 

Advanced nuclear technology was assumed for the purposes of this study to first be available for selection 
as a baseload generation investment option in year 2005.  This means that the earliest possible in-service 
year is 2009.  Although few additions are expected initially, the attractiveness of the advanced nuclear 
technology under the Base Case is expected to increase over time due to declining capital costs, growing 
electricity demand, rising natural gas prices, and projected retirements of existing generators.  
                                                      
14 With limited biomass technology deployment, most of the projected biomass fuel represents 

opportunity fuel rather than specialized energy crops.  Improved methods of producing biomass from 
dedicated crops could reduce biomass fuel costs, if such crops are used on a broad basis. .   
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Under the base case, generating capacity additions over the period 2005-2035 are dominated by natural 
gas-fired technology (Figure 3-4). This can be explained by several factors. First, a large portion of the 
initial generating capacity needs, especially at the beginning of the period, is for peaking and cycling 
capacity rather than baseload capacity. About half of the gas-fired additions over this period are for 
simple cycle CT peaking capacity. Advanced nuclear technology cannot be added until 2009 at the 
earliest, and it becomes more attractive over time as the projected capital cost drops.  NEMS’s approach 
for developing forward looking fuel price expectations for its technology choices gives rising rather than 
static gas prices, but the forward looking prices used to make NEMS economic comparisons are likely not 
rising as rapidly as the price trajectory actually projected under the Base Case, as incorporated in the 
Figures 3-2 and Figure 3-3 cost profiles.  Finally, the AEO2001 version of NEMS applied risk-adjusted 
discounting,15 such that technologies with longer construction lead times are penalized slightly to reflect a 
greater risk of unfavorable conditions developing before beginning commercial operation. The assumed 
construction lead-time is three years for advanced gas combined cycle and its successor technology and 
for wind technology, versus four years for nuclear, coal, and biomass technologies. 

The NEMS-projected generating technology choices over the 2005-2035 period are displayed here in two 
15-year intervals: 2005-2020 and 2021-2035.  Under the Base Case, projected advanced nuclear 
technology deployment starts in 2009, reaching 23.2 GW by 2020, and 135 GW by 2035.  In addition, 
many existing nuclear plants have their lives extended and are still operating during this period. (For this 
study, all existing nuclear plants are assumed to operate until age 60 years and then be retired.) If we 
consider the cost profiles in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 to roughly represent the earlier (2005-2020) and later 
(2021-2035) intervals, respectively, it can be seen that nuclear plant market penetration accelerates 
approaching and after 2020.  This is explained by declining fixed (mainly capital) costs for the advanced 
nuclear technology, along with a rise in natural gas prices.  The continuing gas-fired additions before and 
after 2020 are partly explained by the ongoing need for peaking and cycling capacity.      

 

                                                      
15 By discounting future costs at a slightly lower rate. 
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Figure 3-4. Yearly Generating Technology Additions 2005-2035 (Base Case)  

3.2.5 Extended Issues: Looking Beyond the $/MWh Cost Profiles and the Base Case 

The $/MWh cost profiles and Base Case nuclear penetration discussed above are informative. However, it 
is necessary to look further to better understand why NEMS modeling makes the technology choices it 
does, how real world choices might confront additional issues, and how advanced nuclear technology 
might fare under conditions and criteria that are more complex and varied.  Some important “extended” 
issues are as follows:  

1) Regional Conditions in General. In the U.S. energy system as modeled with NEMS and as 
experienced in reality, there is considerable regional variation in the costs of deploying 
technologies and supplying fuels, due to differing equipment and labor costs, transmission 
access and costs, siting options and processes, and the distribution of, for example, pipelines, 
coal mines, wind resources and biomass supply.  Some, but not necessarily all of this regional 
diversity is modeled in NEMS.  

2) Regional Generation Mix and Generation Needs in Particular. Electric load patterns and 
the makeup of the existing generating stock vary substantially from region to region.  This 
alone causes the potential value and profitability of different kinds of generating technology 
additions to vary from region to region. NEMS models each region separately, but does not 
necessarily fully account for local market conditions. 

3) Non-Baseload Generation May be More Attractive.  Even if a generating technology such as 
nuclear technology has very low variable costs and would be dispatched up to its availability 
if it were to be deployed, another technology with higher $/MWh baseload costs might be 
most attractive where regional conditions, such as load patterns and present generator stock, 
provide the best opportunity for cycling or peaking, not baseload, capacity.  This might arise 
either from a NEMS-like cost minimization perspective or from a market/profitability 
perspective. For example, at a lower 65% annual capacity factor, gas-fired combined cycle 
and its successor technology is projected to have the best cost profile for a 2010 technology 
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decision under the Base Case (Figure 3-5). At this lower capacity factor the lower capital 
costs become more important and the higher fuel costs are less important.   Figure 3-5  
assumes for purposes of illustration that nuclear technology would run at a 65% capacity 
factor.16     

4) Alternative Technology Advances.  The course of technology advance is uncertain, and while 
the Base Case represents a reasonable path, other paths are possible and may diverge 
considerably from the Base Case.   Alternative paths produce different views of the relative 
merits and potential roles of competing technologies.  Furthermore, when a technology 
choice is made at any point in time, such as the year 2010 decision illustrated above, that 
choice may itself be influenced by expectations regarding future technology advance.   

5) Growth in Electricity Demand.  There exists a wide range of possibilities regarding growth 
in electricity demand out to 2020 (Figure 3-6) and even more so over the longer term. For 
example, a major move to electric vehicles that utilize batteries charged from the grid would 
affect both the demand for electricity and the demand for petroleum products. This situation 
would affect the opportunities and need for additional generation, including baseload 
generation.  In addition, high growth in electricity demand could place greater strains on the 
fossil fuel supply system and its environmental consequences, accelerating the need for 
technologies that do not emit air pollutants. Growing electrification, especially in the 
transportation and industrial sectors where much unrealized potential exists, could produce 
greater needs for generating capacity additions than are forecast under this study’s Base Case.    

 

                                                      
16 Note that efficient cycling operation has been claimed for new gas-cooled nuclear technology now 

being developed, and cycling operation of nuclear units is practiced on a large scale in France during 
off-peak months. 
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Figure  3-5. Technology Busbar Cost Profiles for a 65 Percent Capacity Factor: Base Case in 2010 
with Levelized Fuel Costs17 
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Figure  3-6.  A Range of Projected Possibilities for Electricity Demand in 2020 

DRI-WEFA: U.S Energy Outlook (Spring/Summer 2001) cited in AEO2002, page 107 
GRI (Gas Research Institute):  GRI Baseline Projection of  U.S. Energy Supply and Demand to 2020, 2001 Edition 

(March 2001), cited in AEO2002, page 107 
EIA NEMS analysis requested by Senators Jeffords and Lieberman;  “CEF Advanced Technology with Emission 

Limits” - - based on Advanced Technology Case in  Scenarios for a Clean Energy Future, Interlaboratory Working 
Group, November. 2001). Cited in AEO2002, page 47.  

                                                      
17 This figure is used only to demonstrate the relative economics of high cycling/baseload operation 

versus very high capacity factor baseload operation. As discussed in the text, advanced nuclear 
technology is less likely to operate at as low as a 65% annual capacity factor.  Wind energy systems are 
unlikely to significantly exceed a 40 percent capacity factor under even the best wind conditions.   
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6) Expectations for Fuel Prices. Expectations for fuel prices will have a large impact on 
perceived attractiveness of competing technologies.  It was previously illustrated how gas-
fired technology appears less attractive if 20-year levelized gas prices are considered rather 
than only the current price. The NEMS approach to incorporating expected future prices into 
technology decisions is somewhat different than the levelized approach illustrated in Figures 
3-2, 3-3, and 3-5. Real world business decisions would take still different approaches. 
Methods and judgments for developing gas price expectations will also influence how long 
the present emphasis on natural gas-fired generator additions will continue into the future.    

7) Expectations for Environmental Restrictions. There is currently considerable debate 
regarding key environmental restrictions that would impact generating technology choices 
and their subsequent performance. For example, differing expectations regarding  emission 
restrictions or emission trading programs can lead to differing assessments of the 
attractiveness of different  generating technologies.    

8) Market-Based Profit and Risk vs. System Cost Minimization.  In a competitive, market-
based energy system, technology investment decisions are based on projected profit and risk 
rather than ability to minimize regional generation costs. Market-based technology decisions 
depend very much on expectations regarding wholesale power prices, the linkage or 
disconnect between  uncertainties in a generator’s future costs with uncertainties in future 
market prices, and the estimated risk of being unable to cover fixed costs with net operating 
income after variable costs.      

9) Adjusting Technology Choices Based on Risk.  Because technology investment choices will 
consider risks as well as “expected” outcomes, a technology that is perceived to entail greater 
financial risks will generally be viewed as a less desirable investment than a technology with 
similar expected performance but less risk.  Example risks include possible future emissions 
penalties affecting the cost of coal-fired generation, carbon taxes affecting all fossil fuel-fired 
generation,  the costs and uncertainties associated with decommissioning nuclear plants and 
nuclear waste disposal,  uncertainties regarding future capital costs of technologies, and the 
uncertainty of future fuel prices.  Capital-intensive technologies will generally be most 
vulnerable to risk concerns, because unlike fuel or operating costs, capital costs are sunk and 
cannot be avoided or suspended if conditions become unfavorable. This is exacerbated by 
uncertainty regarding project lead times associated with licensing, permitting or construction.  

NEMS incorporates some representation of risk issues by applying risk-adjusted discount 
rates to competing technologies, such as nuclear power plants. This penalizes technologies 
with longer construction lead times, based on the principle that a plant with a longer 
construction lead time may incur a greater risk that market conditions will diverge from 
expectations (and become unfavorable) between commitment of funds and commencement of 
commercial operation. Thus NEMS’s risk-adjusted discounting slightly penalizes 
technologies assumed to have four-year construction periods, including nuclear, coal and 
biomass, compared to technologies with three-year construction periods, including advanced 
natural gas combined cycle, its successor and wind energy systems (WES).  These differences 
are not reflected in the $/MWh busbar cost profiles shown in Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3. 
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10) Disadvantages of Intermittent Generation.  As noted previously, generation technologies 
with intermittent output cannot be operated in an economically optimal manner to meet 
changing electricity demand and take advantage of periods of high wholesale market prices. 
These are generally technologies whose generation depends on intermittent natural resources, 
such as wind or solar. When technology choices are viewed from a cost minimization 
perspective these technologies are at a disadvantage, because on average over the course of a 
year they are less than fully available during peak load hours when power supply is most 
needed. Thus, each MW of intermittent generating capacity needs to be backed up with a 
certain amount of “firm” generation that can be dispatched as needed, to achieve one reliable 
MW of supply. This disadvantage is reflected in the NEMS modeling approach.   

Intermittent technologies are also at a disadvantage when technology choices are viewed 
from a market perspective, since such generators cannot be counted on to be available for 
electricity sales during the most attractive hours when prices are highest and cannot obtain 
capacity or ancillary services payments. Furthermore, depending on market design and 
transmission grid procedures, intermittent technologies may be required to procure 
replacement energy from time to time to support (make reliable) their electricity sales into the 
market.18 These disadvantages of intermittency could be greatly reduced if economic 
technologies for large-scale electricity storage were to be developed, though remaining 
charge/discharge inefficiencies would inevitably lead to overall increased energy demand.  

3.2.6 Nuclear Market Penetration Under Different Conditions  

If pursued,  the different “extended” issues summarized above can enhance insights into the prospects and 
needs for nuclear and other generating technologies. Some of these issues are addressed by NEMS 
intrinsic design or by appropriately designed NEMS analyses, and still others should be pursued using 
other kinds of analyses.  The present study’s screening analysis examined a few of the “extended” issues 
in a preliminary manner to provide additional insights into the potential for penetration of advanced 
nuclear technology and the resulting benefits to the overall energy system. These analytic extensions 
considered how the following conditions might affect advanced nuclear technology penetration over the 
mid-term to 2020.   

• 10% lower capital costs for advanced nuclear technology, beginning in 2005 when 
investment in the technology first becomes an option. 

• both lower and higher natural gas prices.  

• a moderate carbon tax19 affecting the overall energy system, examined out to 2050.   

                                                      
18 This kind of disadvantage is being alleviated in some markets, such as by permitting wind energy 

generators to average out (pay for) schedule deviations on a longer-term basis, rather than hourly.  
19 The carbon tax considered here, consisting of a tax on all fossil fuels beginning at $5/tonne of carbon 

emitted in 2011 and increasing by $5/tonne/year until it reaches $50/tonne in 2020, is “moderate” by 
comparison to the estimated carbon taxes necessary to achieve carbon emission levels consistent with 
the Kyoto Protocol.  EIA, for example, projected that carbon taxes ranging from about $60 to over 
$300/tonne would be necessary in 2010 to achieve Kyoto target emission levels, depending on the 
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The effects of these variations on projected nuclear market penetration are summarized below.   

Using the previously illustrated 2010 $/MWh busbar cost profile (Figure 3-2) as a benchmark, it is 
straightforward to visualize that 10% lower capital costs would make advanced nuclear technology very 
attractive as an option for new baseload generating capacity.  Three additional, alternative natural gas 
price cases were developed for the mid-term out to 2020, in order to reflect varying levels of optimism 
regarding the cost and efficiency of gas exploration and production, and also the extent of additional 
reserves to be discovered and brought to market in the future.  This produces considerable variation in the 
projected trajectory of natural gas prices over the mid-term out to 2020 (Figure 3-7).20  Lower natural gas 
prices (or at least the expectation of lower prices) would extend the already dominant role of natural gas-
fired technology additions out to 2020.  In contrast,  higher gas prices would cause gas-fired technology 
to lose market share to other technology, such as advanced nuclear technology or coal technology.  
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Figure 3-7. Alternative Natural Gas Price Trajectories Through 2020 

Compared to the expected impacts of lower capital costs or varied natural gas prices, it may not be as 
intuitively clear what impact a moderate carbon tax of $5/ton in 2011 rising linearly to $50/ton in 2020 
would have on nuclear plant penetration.  Insight is provided by revised $/MWh busbar cost profiles for a 
technology choice in 2010, incorporating the impact of the carbon tax on fuel prices (Figure 3-8). These 
profiles indicate that with even this moderate carbon tax, the advanced nuclear technology considered 
here would have a clear economic advantage over coal and would also have an advantage over natural 
gas-fired technology in a baseload role.  The relative economics vary regionally. 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                           
actual net domestic reduction required.  U.S. EIA, “Impacts of the Kyoto Protocol on U. S. Energy 
markets and Economic Activity,” October, 1998. 

20 As already noted, the NEMS Gas Supply Module utilizes a gas supply model that projected an 
inflection point at about $3.50/MMBtu, which accounts for the “kink” in the Base Case gas price 
trajectory shown in Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3-8. Baseload Technology Busbar Cost Profiles for a 2010 Decision: Moderate Carbon Tax 

Simulations through 2020 bear out these expectations. With ten percent lower capital costs, advanced 
nuclear technology becomes more attractive, starting from its first possible in-service year of 2009. When 
compared to additions under the Base Case, this lower capital cost results in substantially greater 
projected nuclear plant additions in every year through 2020 (Figure 3-9), leading to cumulative projected 
deployment of about 62 GW in this case versus about 23 GW under the Base Case (Table 3-1).  
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Figure 3-9. New Advanced Nuclear Technology Deployment Over Time Under Alternative Cases, 
2009-2020.   
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Table 3-1. GW of Advanced Nuclear Technology Added Through 2020 Under Varied Conditions: 

Conditions1 Advanced Nuclear Technology Added      .  
2009-2020 

Base Case 23 GW 

Ten Percent Lower Capital Cost for Advanced 
(AP1000) Nuclear Technology 

62 GW 

Lower Natural Gas Prices 7 GW 

Higher Natural Gas Prices 36 GW 

Highest Natural Gas Prices 72 GW 

Moderate carbon tax: $5 per tonne of carbon in 
2011, rising to $50 per tonne by 2020, then flat 
thereafter 

108 GW 

1No siting, licensing, materials or construction constraints were assumed for these projections of nuclear power plant additions. 

As expected, the four natural gas price trajectories examined out to 2020 produced a range of projections 
for nuclear plant market penetration.  Even under the low gas price case, advanced nuclear technology  
achieved some penetration, with the first additions occurring towards the end of the 2010-2020 decade 
(Figure 3-9), reaching 7 GW by 2020 (Table 3-1).  Under the high gas price trajectory, advanced nuclear 
additions essentially parallel the Base Case, but at a slightly higher rate, reaching 36 GW (as opposed to 
23 GW) by 2020. With the highest gas prices, nuclear technology becomes much more attractive and 
gains a substantial share of the market for baseload additions earlier, reaching 20 GW of deployment by 
the middle of the 2010-2020 decade, and 72 GW by 2020. Ultimately, carbon taxes of even the moderate 
magnitude considered in this study have the greatest impact, penalizing gas- and especially coal-fired 
generation.  Starting with the first possible deployment year of 2009, new nuclear plant additions under 
the moderate carbon tax case are higher than under the other cases, and accelerate at a faster rate as the 
rising carbon tax and growing energy demand increase the value of low-emitting and no-carbon energy 
sources. The cumulative projected deployment of advanced nuclear plants reaches 108 GW by 2020 
(Figure 3-9, Table 3-1). 

Projected additions of all generating technologies can also be compared over the interval 2005-2020 
(Figure 3-10). Compared to the Base Case, lower nuclear technology capital costs produced greater 
projected additions of nuclear technology and lesser additions of gas-fired combined cycle technology. 
The higher the projected gas prices, the greater are the additions of nuclear and coal technology at the 
expense of gas-fired technology. The moderate carbon tax results in greater additions of nuclear 
technology and lower additions of both gas- and coal-fired technologies, with coal additions dropping to a 
very low level. The moderate carbon tax also slightly benefits renewable technologies, but not as much as 
advanced nuclear technology, due to the latter’s economic advantage over renewable technologies.    
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Figure 3-10. Generator Additions by Technology Under Alternative Conditions, 2005-2020  

Alternative Cases: Base Case, 10% lower advanced nuclear capital costs, lower natural gas prices (LG), 
higher gas prices (HG), highest gas prices (H+G), and moderate carbon tax (Ctax).    

3.3. Generating Technologies Displaced by Advanced Nuclear Generation 

3.3.1 Overview 

Beyond advanced nuclear technology’s potential for market penetration, it is important to consider its 
possible role and impacts within the overall electric supply system. We consider what additions, 
retirements, and utilization of different generating technologies are projected to occur under the Base 
Case versus under identical conditions but with advanced nuclear technology excluded. Compared to 
technology additions over the 2005-2035 period under the Base Case (Figure 3-4), excluding advanced 
nuclear technology is projected to result in much higher additions of coal-fired generators (especially after 
2025), moderately higher additions of gas-fired combined cycle and its successor technology over most of 
the 2005-2035 period, and slightly higher renewable generation due to more wind and biomass additions  
(Figure 3-11).   

If we look at the early 2005-2020 and later 2021-2035 intervals separately, we see that total additions of 
non-nuclear technology are only very slightly affected in the early period, in order to make way for the 23 
GW of advanced nuclear additions projected by 2020 under the Base Case (Figure 3-12). This initial 
market penetration for the advanced nuclear technology thus does not represent a significantly diminished 
opportunity for deployment and commercial experience (“learning by doing”) for other generating 
technologies.  The main impact is in reducing the high projected deployment of simple cycle and 
especially combined cycle natural gas turbine technology.  However, even with new advanced nuclear 
technology capacity additions, natural gas-fired technology is still projected to be the dominant 
technology for generating capacity additions over this period, achieving considerable commercial 
deployment and “learning by doing” with or without nuclear technology additions.     
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Figure 3-11. Yearly Generating Technology Additions, 2005-2035, Base Case Conditions But 

Excluding Additions of Advanced Nuclear Technology Generating Capacity 
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Figure 3-12. Total Technology Additions, 2005-2035: Nuclear Excluded (No New Nuclear Plants) 
vs. Base Case (Two Time Intervals)  

The situation is very different in the later 2021-2035 interval. Here, nuclear technology is projected to be 
very competitive and to achieve substantial market penetration with 112 more GW added in the Base 
Case.  This would more than replace pre-2000 nuclear generators projected to retire in this period. 
Beyond 2020,  rising natural gas prices and continued technology advance make advanced coal 
technology competitive with and even more attractive than natural gas for baseload generation (refer to 
Figure 3-3).  Thus, the major impact of the substantial deployment of advanced nuclear technology in this 
period is to greatly reduce the market opportunities for the next generation of coal technology.  Gas-fired 
additions are still preferred for cycling and peaking operation.  In the process of reducing fossil fuel 
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consumption, the nuclear generation additions slightly reduce pressure on natural gas prices, making the 
cost of gas-based generation slightly lower than it would otherwise be.  (A much smaller price reduction 
is also projected for coal.)   In the case where nuclear additions are excluded, which maintains Base Case 
emission restrictions on fossil-fuel generation, a limited deployment of renewable technologies is 
projected over the later 2021-2035 period.  This amount is reduced by about 40% by the projected nuclear 
technology additions under the Base Case.        

Another projected impact of nuclear technology additions on the U.S. electric supply system concerns 
retirements of the least efficient fossil generators.  This impact occurs in the later 2021-2035 period, when 
nuclear deployment is projected to become considerable.  However, the effect is perhaps counter-intuitive 
(Figure 3-13). The projected impact of nuclear deployment is actually to reduce the rate of fossil 
generator retirements, especially for older gas-fired steam generators (some have limited oil firing 
capability).  This can result because nuclear additions reduce the additions of coal-fired generators and 
gas-fired combined cycle (or successor technology) generators through 2035, by 85 GW and 53 GW, 
respectively.  Competition between new fossil generators and existing fossil generators will occur for (1) 
cycling and ancillary services (capacity) roles within the electric supply system (for which nuclear 
technology does not compete),  (2)  fossil fuels, and (3) SO2 and NOx emission allowances.  This 
competitive issue deserves to be examined further by considering the projected utilization, cycling and 
ancillary services capabilities over time of different categories and vintages of fossil generators, perhaps 
on a regional basis.     
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Figure 3-13. Technology Retirements, 2005-2035: Nuclear Excluded (No New Nuclear Plants) vs. 
Base Case (Two Time Intervals) 

Besides affecting the additions and retirements of fossil generators and slightly reducing additions of 
renewable technology, the penetration of advanced nuclear technology affects the utilization of 
dispatchable fossil generators.   In addition to reducing the projected additions of coal-fired and gas-fired 
technology, especially after 2020, deployment of nuclear technology is projected to lead to slightly 
reduced utilization of those fossil generators that do remain in the supply system (Figure 3-14). In 
essence, nuclear additions push the fossil generators lower in the dispatch order within the different 
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regions.  Nuclear plant additions cause a small reduction in the average capacity factor for coal-fired 
generation, but a larger reduction for gas-fired generation.  It would be useful to look more deeply into 
this issue to distinguish the impact on the utilization of new gas-fired combined cycle (or successor) 
generators that potentially compete for a baseload role versus the impact on older gas-fired steam units 
and peaking units.   However, that is beyond the scope of this study. 
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Figure 3-14. Projected Utilization of Coal- and Gas-fired Generators, 2005-2035: Nuclear Excluded  
(No New Nuclear Plants) Versus Base Case.  

3.4. Reduced Exposure to Costs and Disruptions from Future Emission Policies  

3.4.1 Proposed SO2, NOx and Mercury Restrictions 

Congress and the Administration have recently been considering a range of possibilities for restricting 
power plant SO2 and NOx emissions considerably below the current levels reflected in this study’s 
modeling cases.  Typical proposals involve limiting power plant NOx and SO2 emissions to 25% to 50% 
of either  recent levels (NOx) or the ultimate cap under the 1990 CAAA (SO2).   There are also proposals 
to reduce mercury emissions from coal-fired generators to between 10% and 33% of recent levels. When 
analyzed by EIA or EPA using their NEMS or IPM models, such proposals were projected to produce 
substantial economic penalties for emissions of SO2, NOx and mercury from fossil fuel-fired power 
plants.  Typical projected SO2 and NOx penalties reach approximately 2-5 times the SO2/NOx penalties 
reflected in the busbar cost profiles, such as Figure 3-2.  This would amount to a typical penalty 
exceeding $1/MWh for the assumed new pulverized coal technology, but less than $1/MWh for the other 
fossil baseload technologies shown. High penalties would provide incentives for low-emission designs, 
and the proposed SO2 and NOx emission restrictions would likely have a modest impact on the economic 
attractiveness of new, as opposed to existing, fossil fuel-fired generators.. 

However, there is much existing fossil generating capacity, especially coal-fired, that would incur 
substantial emission control retrofit costs, in order for the power industry to meet proposed SO2 and NOx 
caps. The main potential for advanced nuclear technology to improve this situation is by displacing 
generation from existing gas- and especially coal-fired plants or by accelerating their retirement. 
However, sufficient penetration of nuclear technology to have a significant impact would be unlikely to 
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occur before 2020 (Figure 3-15).  At that point, under the Base Case it is largely new, rather than existing, 
coal-fired generators whose output is being displaced (by not being built) by new nuclear capacity 
additions.  
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Figure 3-15. Coal- and Gas-Fired Generation, Advanced Nuclear Excluded vs. Base Case 

Proposals to cap power sector mercury emissions at 67 to 90 percent below recent levels could impose 
additional penalties on coal-fired generation.  There is wide variation in the form and level of mercury in 
different coals, as well as considerable uncertainty and variability regarding the mercury capture provided 
by different combinations of existing, retrofit and new plant equipment. This leads to considerable 
uncertainty regarding coal generation’s economic penalties under proposed mercury restrictions. 
However, based on ranges of mercury allowance prices projected in recent mercury policy analyses by 
EIA and EPA,21 the economic penalty to a new (not existing) coal plant might range from less than a 
dollar per MWh to over a dollar per MWh (perhaps up to two or three dollars under worst case 
assumptions).  This would make new nuclear plants somewhat more attractive relative to coal generation. 
Furthermore, if new nuclear generation displaces coal generation that would otherwise occur, this reduces 
the overall potential to emit and the need to control mercury emissions.  Under a mercury cap this would 
reduce the mercury allowance price experienced by all coal generation.  The costs of retrofit and new 
plant emission controls plus emission allowance costs, resulting from proposed SO2, NOx and mercury 
emission policies, could make advanced nuclear technology more attractive relative to new fossil plants. 
This could result in faster penetration of advanced nuclear technology than projected under this study’s 
Base Case.  

                                                      
21 For allowance price projections under EIA’s analysis of the Jeffords-Leiberman bill provisions, see 

Analysis of Strategies for Reducing Multiple Emissions for Electric Power Plants with Advanced 
Technology Scenarios, EIA Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting, October 2001.  The impact 
of projected fossil generation of the proposed CO2 restrictions had some impact in limiting the required 
SO2, NOx and mercury control requirements and costs. For marginal compliance costs projected in 
EPA’s analyses of the Bush Administration’s Clear Skies Initiative, refer to constrained shadow prices 
reported from EPA’s IPM modeling results for the Clear Skies Initiative Run ID “ipm2000s100d, 
System Summary Report, at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/epa-ipm/results/html.   
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In addition, faster penetration of advanced nuclear technology could be desirable and economically 
attractive insofar as the more rapid displacement of generation from existing fossil plants could reduce the 
amounts of required costly emission control retrofits needed to comply with emission caps.  Thus, the 
potential for penetration of advanced nuclear technology and its role in the energy system could usefully 
be examined under emission restriction scenarios, such as those recently proposed. However, unless the 
SO2, NOx and especially mercury restrictions could be delayed into the decade beyond 2010, the ability 
of advanced nuclear generation to play an important role in facilitating more economic long-term 
emission control strategies and investments is very limited.  

3.4.2 Advanced Nuclear Technology Helps Prepare for Possible CO2 Restrictions 

CO2 emission restrictions could have a much greater impact on fossil fuel generation costs and the 
attractiveness of new nuclear technology than would the proposed SO2, NOx, and mercury restrictions. . 
Various levels of CO2 restrictions have been proposed with the potential impacts on the energy system 
ranging from moderate to extreme. 

Under Base Case conditions, but with advanced nuclear technology excluded, growing natural gas use 
accounts for most of the growth in electric generation until shortly after 2020, at which point coal takes 
over due to rising natural gas prices and continued coal technology advances (e.g., lower capital costs and 
heat rates, lower emissions), as shown in Figure 3-16.  This figure illustrates the tripling of natural gas 
consumption for electric generation, as well as the retirement of existing nuclear plants over time.  Lower 
gas prices and tighter emission restrictions would produce an increased role for gas,  depending on the gas 
resource base and other factors.   
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Figure 3-16   Electric Generation Fuel Mix, 1990-2050: No New Nuclear Plants Case  

Also under the Base Case with nuclear technology excluded, CO2 emissions (expressed as million metric 
tons of carbon equivalent) increase well beyond the 1990 level often used as a reference point for policy 
proposals (Figure 3-17). Projected CO2 emissions reach 167% of the 1990 level by 2035, and 180% of the 
1990 level by 2050. Electric generation contributes considerably to this CO2 emission rise, due to its 
reliance on coal. Greater reliance on natural gas would reduce CO2 emissions at the expense of rising 
demand and prices for gas, with electric generation competing with established and emerging uses for 
natural gas in other sectors.   These projections assume that sufficient natural gas can be produced at the 
projected prices to satisfy the projected demand.  If this were not the case, then certainly electricity costs 
would rise substantially, particularly if advanced nuclear technology is excluded from the generation mix. 
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Figure 3-17.  CO2 Emissions (Carbon Equivalent) By Sector, 1990-2050: No New Nuclear Plants 

Case 

The importance of the electric generation sector for CO2 emissions and strategies for their reduction is 
underscored not only by the absolute emission contributions of the different sectors (Figure 3-17 above), 
but also by the emission intensity of the different sectors’ energy use. This intensity is measured as 
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pounds of carbon equivalent emissions per Btu of delivered energy.  Under the No New Nuclear Plants 
Case, not only is electric generation a large contributor to CO2 emissions on a tonnage basis, it also 
produces more CO2 emissions per Btu of delivered energy than do the average non-electric energy uses in 
the various end-use sectors (Figure 3-18).  This is because  

• About 90 percent of the nation’s coal use is for electric generation. 

• Electric generation is less than 100% efficient in converting input fuel to delivered electricity, 
since typical heat rates might range from perhaps 7,000 to 14,000 Btu per kWh, whereas 
delivered electricity has a Btu content of only 3412 Btu/kWh.  

It must be noted, however, that the end-use efficiency per Btu of delivered energy can sometimes be 
higher for electricity than other fuels, and electricity offers many advantages as an energy source that are 
not reflected solely in its Btu equivalence, and for which substitution would be difficult.  
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Figure 3-18. Carbon Emissions per Delivered Btu for Each Sector, 1990-2050: No New Nuclear 
Plants Case, i.e., the Base Case with Advanced Nuclear Excluded. (Includes Non-
Electric Energy Use for End-Use Sectors) 

In contrast, under the Nuclear Base Case, penetration of advanced nuclear technology results in much 
lower growth in coal-fired generation, while natural gas-fired generation actually begins to decline 
slightly over the long term, even though remaining at over twice today’s level (Figure 3-19). Under the 
Base Case, overall U.S. energy system CO2 emissions rise to 154% of the 1990 level by 2035, then flatten 
due to increased reliance on nuclear generation, reaching 157% of the 1990 level in 2050 (Figure 3-20). If 
advanced nuclear technology additions were restricted to a lower level, coal generation and CO2 
emissions under the Base Case would be higher.  There would also be greater reliance on natural gas-fired 
generation.    

In essence, the impact of deploying advanced nuclear technology is to better prepare the energy system 
for possible CO2 restrictions, and to ultimately flatten the growth in overall CO2 emissions.    In addition, 
with wide deployment of advanced nuclear technology, the carbon intensity of electricity as a delivered 
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energy source drops over time, coming closer to the average carbon intensity of the various end-use 
sectors’ non-electric energy sources (Figure 3-21). 
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Figure 3-19  Electric Generation Fuel Mix, 1990-2050, Under the Nuclear Base Case 
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Figure 3-20.  CO2 Emissions (Carbon Equivalent) By Sector, 1990-2050, Under the Nuclear Base 
Case 
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Figure 3-21. CO2 Emissions per Delivered Btu, 1990-2050 for Each Sector Under the Nuclear Base 
Case (Includes Non-Electric Energy Use for End-Use Sectors) 

3.4.3 The Role of Advanced Nuclear Technology Under a Moderate Carbon Tax  
 

A moderate carbon tax starting at $5 per tonne (metric ton) of carbon equivalent emissions in 2011 and 
rising to a plateau to $50/tonne by 2020 makes nuclear generation increasingly attractive relative to other 
baseload generating options, as already indicated in Section 3-2 and Figure 3-7. The result is that 
advanced nuclear generation is projected to play a larger role than under the Base Case, displacing more 
coal-fired generation (Figure 3-22).  There is also a moderate expansion of renewable generation.  

The availability of new nuclear power plants under a moderate carbon tax has a major impact on total 
CO2 emissions from the U.S. energy system, which rise to only 129% of the 1990 level by 2035, then 
drop to 122% of the 1990 level by 2050 (Figure 3-23).  The effect on carbon intensity of electricity as a 
delivered energy source is even more striking, with the carbon intensity of delivered electricity dropping 
over time to reach essentially the same level as the average carbon intensity for non-electric fuels used by 
the various end-use sectors (Figure 3-24). Thus, advanced nuclear generation could play a key role in 
reducing the carbon intensity of electric generation and of the overall U.S. energy system by being  a  key 
component of a long-term strategy for adapting to any future carbon restrictions.  

If the deployment of advanced nuclear technology under carbon restrictions were to be more limited, this 
would force greater use of natural gas for generation, competing with other uses of gas, and driving up 
prices.  This could even threaten the long run sustainability of the North American natural gas resource. 
Continued reliance on coal for generation would come at the expense of having to reduce carbon 
emissions elsewhere, unless there could be large-scale deployment of carbon capture and sequestration 
technology for fossil-fueled generators.  Such technology has not yet been proven or demonstrated to be 
feasible on the large scale that would be required. The only other alternative would be massive 
development and deployment of renewable technologies.  This would require technology advances that 
are not yet assured, and would likely require commitment of land and resources on such a large scale that 
the implications have not been fully understood or examined.    
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Figure 3-22. Electric Generation Fuel Mix to Year 2050 With a Moderate Carbon Tax 
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Figure 3-23. CO2 Emissions (Carbon Equivalent) By Sector, 1990-2050, Under a Moderate $50 Per 
Tonne Carbon Tax With New Nuclear Power Plants Contributing to Emission Reductions  
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Figure 3-24. CO2 Emissions per Delivered Btu for Each Sector, 1990-2050, Under a Moderate 

Carbon Tax With New Nuclear Power Plants (Includes Non-Electric Energy Use for 
End-Use Sectors) 

3.4.4 Reducing Electric Generation’s “Carbon Penalty” 

Under carbon restrictions, the attractiveness of electricity versus competing energy sources and the 
vulnerability of generation assets to devaluation and the risk of becoming stranded can be considered in 
terms of the  “carbon penalty” for electric generation.  This is the increased cost per MWh of generation 
due to the carbon tax.22  A higher carbon penalty makes electricity less attractive relative to other energy 
sources and places some and perhaps many electric generating plants at risk of becoming uneconomic. 
Since electricity is in many ways a desirable and in some cases irreplaceable energy source,23 a high 
carbon penalty for electric generation can also mean negative economic consequences and even 
disruptions for the overall economy and for individual households, depending on the level and form of the 
tax and the adopted carbon trading policy.  

Under this study’s moderate carbon tax case, the carbon penalties for coal-based and natural gas-based 
generation remain at roughly $13/MWh and $5/MWh, respectively, once the carbon tax has hit $50/tonne 
of carbon in 2020 (Figure 3-25).   Especially for coal, this is higher than the carbon penalties for new 
baseload technology (Figure 3-8), because it reflects a mix of new and older generators. With a constant 
carbon tax of $50 per metric ton of carbon beyond 2020, the penalty per MWh drops slightly over time 
for fossil generation, as a larger share of generation comes from newer generators with lower heat rates. 
However, this decline is very small (Figure 3-25). In essence, the potential for reducing the carbon 

                                                      
22 If there were to be a carbon cap instead a carbon tax, the carbon penalty would be the cost of obtaining 

(or the opportunity cost of consuming, instead of selling) the required carbon credits at a market price 
determined by the marginal cost of reducing carbon emissions in the energy system.  

23 In addition, electricity generated with low environmental costs or penalties may ultimately have the 
potential to displace carbon-intensive petroleum-based (predominantly imported) fuels in 
transportation. 
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penalty for fossil generation is limited, unless there is widespread deployment of carbon capture and 
sequestration technology on a scale not yet known to be feasible.  

However the  carbon penalty for overall electric generation is projected to decline substantially over time 
(Figure 3-25).  This is almost entirely due to the penetration of advanced nuclear technology.  This 
benefits the overall economy via lower electricity prices than would otherwise be possible.24 In the 
absence of deploying advanced nuclear generation, the two major methods for substantially lowering 
electric generation’s carbon penalty would be widespread deployment of carbon capture and sequestration 
technology, as noted above, and widespread deployment of renewable generation technology much 
beyond levels that have been experienced or fully evaluated. Neither alternative has been well 
demonstrated  to be technically, economically or politically feasible.   
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Figure 3-25. The “Carbon Penalty” for Coal, Natural Gas and Overall Electric Generation to Year 
2050 with New Nuclear Power Plants Creating Most of the Overall Reduction 

3.4.5 The Role of Nuclear Generation Under Carbon Restrictions Deserves More Attention 

The present screening study indicates that deployment of advanced nuclear technology can both prepare 
the energy system for potential carbon restrictions and play a major role in responding to such restrictions 
if they occur. However, extended analysis is required to more fully understand how carbon restrictions 
might affect the market potential for advanced nuclear technology, as well as how that technology could 
help the energy system adapt to such restrictions. For example, it would be valuable to analyze more 
stringent carbon restrictions such as have been proposed, including carbon caps rather than taxes.  Under 
a carbon cap, CO2 emission reductions achieved by displacing fossil generation with nuclear generation 
would have the effect of reducing the absolute and marginal cost of cap compliance, thus reducing the 

                                                      
24 To the extent that electricity prices are competitively set based on the cost or bids of marginal 

generation, prices might reflect the carbon penalties for whatever generation was setting the market 
price, which in many places and many hours might be natural gas. Thus, depending on how electricity 
prices are set, nuclear generation’s zero carbon penalty might be reflected in a combination of lower 
electricity prices than might otherwise occur, plus increased net income for nuclear generators wherever 
market prices at least partly incorporate the carbon penalty for marginal generation.    
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market price for carbon emission credits.  This would benefit and, perhaps, maintain the economic 
viability of carbon-intensive portions of the energy system that require carbon credits, such as fossil 
generation and the consumption of petroleum fuels in the transportation sector.  

Technology advance is quite uncertain looking out more than 10-20 years, and yet is key both to the 
energy system’s response to carbon restrictions and to the role of advanced nuclear generation under such 
circumstances. Thus, it is essential to consider alternative possibilities regarding technology advances. 
This certainly includes the need to consider that fossil and renewable technologies and the development 
of their underlying resources, such as increased natural gas and biomass production, might develop along 
different paths than assumed here.   Not to be overlooked is the need to consider what the costs and 
energy system impacts might be, if there were substantial carbon or other environmental restrictions in the 
future, and advanced nuclear technology was not available.  Finally, the future course of natural gas 
prices and deliverability is a key driver of how the U.S. overall energy system might develop and perform 
in the future.  Thus, further examination of the various issues mentioned above should include a broader 
range of alternative futures regarding natural gas supply and delivery.  

3.5. Benefits to the Economy 

Several potential economic benefits of expanding nuclear power’s twenty percent share of U.S. electricity 
generation are reflected in the projected prices of electricity and other fuels.  These prices will affect the 
costs of energy to households, industry and commercial energy consumers.  In turn, they affect gross 
domestic product (GDP) and other measures of economic and energy efficiency.  In this section projected 
economic effects are compared over the 2001 to 2050 period. 

3.5.1 Natural Gas and Electricity Prices 

Building new nuclear power plants will change the demand for fossil fuels, including natural gas.  Figures 
3-26 and 3-27 show projected U.S. natural gas demand and prices under three scenarios.  In year 2030 
U.S. natural gas demand is projected to be 31.8 quads under the nuclear base case.  With no new nuclear 
power plant additions, natural gas demand is projected to be 33.9 quads, 2.1 quads higher.  The effect of a 
$50 per tonne carbon tax with new nuclear plants being built on an economic basis would result in a total 
U.S. gas consumption in 2030 of 30.1 quads, 1.7 quads below the base case.  This savings in natural gas 
consumption is, of course, predicated on the assumption that new nuclear power plant additions could be 
made to help meet the requirements of a carbon tax or a carbon cap. 
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Figure 3-26. U.S. Annual Natural Gas Consumption, 1990-2050 (Quads) 

The projected average U.S. wellhead prices of natural gas are shown in Figure 3-27.  For example, in 
2030 the wellhead price of gas is projected to be $4.34 per MMBtu (1999 dollars) in the nuclear base 
case.  Without nuclear additions and with all other assumptions unchanged, the price is projected to be 
$4.63 per MMBtu.  However, the reduction in gas demand under the carbon tax case (allowing  new 
nuclear additions) leads to a lower projected wellhead price, $4.19 per MMBtu before application of the  

shown in Figure 3-27.  For example, in 
2030 the wellhead price of gas is projected to be $4.34 per MMBtu (1999 dollars) in the nuclear base 
case.  Without nuclear additions and with all other assumptions unchanged, the price is projected to be 
$4.63 per MMBtu.  However, the reduction in gas demand under the carbon tax case (allowing  new 
nuclear additions) leads to a lower projected wellhead price, $4.19 per MMBtu before application of the  
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carbon tax.   The corresponding projected electricity prices are shown in Figure 3-28. 
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Figure 3-28. U.S. Average Delivered Electricity Prices, 1990-2050. (1999 cents per kWh) 

The patterns of projected electricity prices vary over time for each scenario.  The difference in prices 
between the Nuclear Base Case and the No New Nuclear Plants Case arises after 2017, as the number of 
nuclear plant additions increases and lowers the marginal costs of competitive electricity generation.  
Higher electricity prices persist under the No New Nuclear Plants Case until after year 2040.  

By comparison the imposition of a moderate carbon tax in 2011 that increases linearly to $50 per tonne in 
2020 produces higher  projected U.S. electricity prices, in comparison  to the other cases.  The cost of the 
carbon tax is incorporated in delivered fuel prices and, thus, is reflected in the electricity price projections 
reported here.  Under the Moderate Carbon Tax Case, electricity prices remain higher than under than 
under the Base Case until after 2026, when the new, more efficient generator additions between 2011 and 
2025 are projected to lower the costs of natural gas and drop electricity prices below those in the Nuclear 
Base Case for a few years.25      

3.5.2 Household Energy Costs 

Annual residential energy costs per household are illustrated in Figure 3-29.  These costs include 
electricity, natural gas and heating oil costs, but exclude household energy expenses for transportation 
fuels, such as gasoline.  Annual household energy costs are very similar in the Nuclear Base Case and the 
No New Nuclear Plants Case, but would be higher under the Carbon Tax Case.  Declining electricity 
prices and energy efficiency improvements lead to declining annual household energy costs after about 
2035. 

                                                      
25 Under competitive electricity pricing, prices would be set by the marginal generation needed to meet 

loads, which in many hours in many regions would be natural gas-fired generation. 
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Figure 3-29. Annual Residential Energy Costs Per Household, 1990-2050 (1999$) 

3.5.3 Macroeconomic Benefits 

Changes in electricity and fossil fuel costs will create macroeconomic costs or benefits that can be 
measured by calculating differences in the consumer and producer surpluses between scenarios.26  These 
differences are illustrated in Figure 3-30, which compares the Nuclear Base Case and the No New 
Nuclear Plants Case.   
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Figure 3-30.   Present Value in 2002 of Energy Sector Savings Due to New Nuclear Power Plants  
(2010-2050 @ 7% discount rate) 
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The addition of new nuclear power plants is projected to lead to a net present value savings of $11.6 
billion (1999 dollars).  The net present value of savings in the electricity sector would be about $12.5 
billion.  These savings would be partially offset by a loss in producer plus consumer surplus in the fossil 
fuel sector of about $0.9 billion, owing to lower consumption and prices for fossil fuels. 

3.5.4 Carbon Emissions Per Dollar of GDP 

In its Clear Skies Initiative President George W. Bush’s Administration has proposed that emission 
reduction targets should be expressed in emissions per dollar of GDP.  The U.S. GDP has increased 
significantly during the last decade and is projected to continue to grow in the future.27  Hence, on a 
percentage basis carbon emissions per dollar of GDP will fall more rapidly than emissions by themselves.  
The following graphs project the behavior of U.S. energy related carbon emissions per dollar of GDP 
relative to the 1990 level under three long-range scenarios to 2050. 
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Figure 3-31    Percent Change in U.S. Energy-related Carbon Emissions, 1990-2050, Per Dollar of 
GDP Relative to the 1990 Level 

The annual percent change under each of these scenarios is shown in Figure 3-32.  Between 2020 and 
2030 a $50 per tonne carbon tax is projected on average to achieve about a 2.5 percent per year reduction 
in carbon emissions per dollar of GDP.  This can be compared to projected average reductions of 1.6 and 
1.9 percent per year per dollar of GDP under the No New Nuclear Plants and Nuclear Base Case 
scenarios, respectively, in the absence of carbon restrictions.   

 

 

                                                      
27 In 1990 the U.S. emitted about 200 metric tons (tonnes) of carbon per dollar of GDP measured in 1996 

dollars. 
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It is also possible to examine various other measures expressed per unit of output of the U.S. economy, as 
represented by Gross Domestic Product.  Some of these measures are discussed in Appendix B.  
It is also possible to examine various other measures expressed per unit of output of the U.S. economy, as 
represented by Gross Domestic Product.  Some of these measures are discussed in Appendix B.  

3.6. Potential for Reducing Energy Price Volatility 3.6. Potential for Reducing Energy Price Volatility 

Both electricity and fossil fuels have exhibited unprecedented price volatility in the last several years. 
High natural gas prices during 2000 and 2001 have demonstrated that the U.S. gas supply and demand 
balance can change dramatically from month to month and year to year.  Future periods of disequilibria in 
North American natural gas markets and resulting high price volatility are likely to recur.  However, the 
frequency of such events is very difficult to predict, because they may be caused by short-term events 
(e.g., severe winter weather or hurricanes curtailing production), exogenous events (e.g., an international 
oil price crisis) or by new legislation.   
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North American natural gas markets and resulting high price volatility are likely to recur.  However, the 
frequency of such events is very difficult to predict, because they may be caused by short-term events 
(e.g., severe winter weather or hurricanes curtailing production), exogenous events (e.g., an international 
oil price crisis) or by new legislation.   

Similarly, falling reserves, power plant outages, higher than expected demand, and transmission 
congestion can lead to price spikes in electricity markets, which inherently exhibit significant hourly price 
variations.  There is currently concern that some regional electricity markets will be overbuilt with 
generating capacity, followed by prices too low to encourage new generating plants, and then by periods 
of supply shortage and high prices.  Such “boom and bust” cycles could lead to increased incidents of 
price spikes or even sustained periods of high price volatility. 

Similarly, falling reserves, power plant outages, higher than expected demand, and transmission 
congestion can lead to price spikes in electricity markets, which inherently exhibit significant hourly price 
variations.  There is currently concern that some regional electricity markets will be overbuilt with 
generating capacity, followed by prices too low to encourage new generating plants, and then by periods 
of supply shortage and high prices.  Such “boom and bust” cycles could lead to increased incidents of 
price spikes or even sustained periods of high price volatility. 

Recognizing that price volatility is not easily modeled in equilibrium models, such as NEMS, this section  
examines the historical price volatility experienced in U.S. natural gas markets and presents estimates of  
the differences between the most likely or median prices projected by equilibrium models versus the 
average or expected prices that would be paid by consumers subject to price volatility. 

Recognizing that price volatility is not easily modeled in equilibrium models, such as NEMS, this section  
examines the historical price volatility experienced in U.S. natural gas markets and presents estimates of  
the differences between the most likely or median prices projected by equilibrium models versus the 
average or expected prices that would be paid by consumers subject to price volatility. 
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Figure 3-33.  Henry Hub Weekly Natural Gas Prices from 1992 to 2001 Figure 3-33.  Henry Hub Weekly Natural Gas Prices from 1992 to 2001 

Figure 3-33 illustrates the price volatility experienced in U.S. natural gas markets from 1992 to the end of 
2001.  In the future specific events may cause demand to move out of balance with the quantity of short-
term supplies then available.  Prices are more likely to be above long run equilibrium market prices than 
below.  Thus, even if prices return to their long-term trend, the net effect is that the average price paid 
over the long run will be higher than would have been experienced in the absence of volatility.  In 
essence, the upside deviations from the “equilibrium” trend will generally be greater in magnitude than 
the down-side deviations.    

Figure 3-33 illustrates the price volatility experienced in U.S. natural gas markets from 1992 to the end of 
2001.  In the future specific events may cause demand to move out of balance with the quantity of short-
term supplies then available.  Prices are more likely to be above long run equilibrium market prices than 
below.  Thus, even if prices return to their long-term trend, the net effect is that the average price paid 
over the long run will be higher than would have been experienced in the absence of volatility.  In 
essence, the upside deviations from the “equilibrium” trend will generally be greater in magnitude than 
the down-side deviations.    

In contrast, long run gas pricing models, such as NEMS, always keep supply and demand in balance.  The 
“most likely” equilibrium market clearing prices that are projected are based on “most likely” values of 
numerous contributing parameters.  These equilibrium prices are likely to be lower than the average of the 
numerous  prices that would result under a probabilistic simulation of market price volatility.    

In contrast, long run gas pricing models, such as NEMS, always keep supply and demand in balance.  The 
“most likely” equilibrium market clearing prices that are projected are based on “most likely” values of 
numerous contributing parameters.  These equilibrium prices are likely to be lower than the average of the 
numerous  prices that would result under a probabilistic simulation of market price volatility.    

Price volatilities experienced over the last decade can provide estimates of the amounts by which the 
average of the “possible” future prices  is  likely to exceed the projected most likely equilibrium prices.  
Analysis of the standard deviations of monthly and annual average natural gas prices fitted with a beta 
distribution indicates that a standard deviation of about $0.35 per MMBtu describes the 1992 to 1999 
period (with the exception of 1996).   This level of price volatility, associated with a period where supply 
and demand were in relative competitive balance, implies that average annual prices were only about 
$0.08 per MMBtu above the most likely or median price during these years of well-behaved prices.  

Price volatilities experienced over the last decade can provide estimates of the amounts by which the 
average of the “possible” future prices  is  likely to exceed the projected most likely equilibrium prices.  
Analysis of the standard deviations of monthly and annual average natural gas prices fitted with a beta 
distribution indicates that a standard deviation of about $0.35 per MMBtu describes the 1992 to 1999 
period (with the exception of 1996).   This level of price volatility, associated with a period where supply 
and demand were in relative competitive balance, implies that average annual prices were only about 
$0.08 per MMBtu above the most likely or median price during these years of well-behaved prices.  
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However, in 1996, 2000 and 2001 much higher price volatility occurred, and similar or even greater high 
price excursions may occur in the future.  During 1996 and 2000 the standard deviation of prices was on 
the order of $1.10 per MMBtu.  In these years the average price was approximately $0.90 per MMBtu 
higher than the most likely price.   Even though the “most likely” projected equilibrium market price 
might be $3.10 per MMBtu, a future year having price volatility like that represented by year 2000 might 
entail a “mean” or average wellhead price paid by consumers of about $4.00 per MMBtu.  Thus, it is 
important to capture the effects of price volatility by evaluating multiple long term gas price forecasts, 
and ultimately also by additionally considering the added impact of price volatility, either by explicit 
Monte Carlo simulation or by adjusting projected “most likely” prices to capture the effects of price 
volatility. 

Price volatility is a persistent feature of current electricity and fossil fuel markets.  Developing a regional 
generation mix that reduces incidences of high price volatility would be desirable.  A relatively diverse 
mix of different generating resources with production costs and prices that are not highly correlated with 
one another will tend to reduce the combined volatility of the overall portfolio of generating resources.  
To that end, the construction and operation of new nuclear power plants would reduce dependence on 
fossil fuels and contribute to lowering natural gas and electricity price volatilities in the future. 

3.7. Advanced Nuclear Technology Can Enhance the Sustainability of Our Energy 
System  

3.7.1 A More Diverse Fuel Mix   

Maintaining the sustainability of the energy system requires identifying threats and opportunities 
regarding our ability to meet future energy needs, and taking appropriate and timely actions to manage 
both. While this encompasses a wide variety of issues, priorities, and judgments, we can say that it is 
generally desirable to maintain sufficient diversity in our fuel mix. Diversity is not a guarantee of 
sustainability, but insufficient diversity is a reason for concern. As discussed previously, significant 
penetration of advanced nuclear generating technology can enhance the diversity of our future generating 
fuel mix, moving from long term reliance on the bipodal support of coal and gas (Figure 3-16), to a  
tripod of coal, gas and nuclear fuels (Figure 3-19).  If there is ultimately to be substantial development of 
renewable generation beyond the present large scale hydro system, advanced nuclear technology could 
help bridge the gap to such a time without excessive and, perhaps, unsustainable reliance on fossil fuels.  

• The value of having a diversity of fuels extends beyond the electric generating sector and is 
equally important for the overall U.S. energy system.   Reliance on petroleum, natural gas and 
coal fuels under the No New Nuclear Plants Case (Figure 3-34) would be reduced by the 
penetration of advanced nuclear technology projected under the Nuclear Base Case (Figure 3-
35), increasing U.S. fuel diversity.28 However, it is apparent that this still leaves a very high 
dependence on petroleum, (mostly imported) accounting for 40% of total U.S. energy 
consumption.   

                                                      
28 Existing hydro-electric power comprises most of the renewable fuel shown. 
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Figure 3-34  U.S. Energy System Primary Fuel Mix, 1990-2050: No New Nuclear Plants Case 
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Figure 3-35  U.S. Energy System Primary Fuel Mix, 1990-2050 Under the Nuclear Base Case 

3.7.2 Sustaining Physical and Economic Delivery of Cornerstone Fuels 

It is necessary to look beyond fuel diversity, in order to consider other aspects of U.S. energy system 
sustainability, including:  

• Continued reliable, secure and economic delivery of key fuels or resources (including reduced 
reliance on imported fuels). 

• Environmental sustainability. 

• Avoidance of unrealistic expectations for the timing and magnitude of future technology 
advances, which are inherently uncertain.  

• Properly addressing other security issues that extend beyond the reliability and security of fuel 
delivery. 
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Energy sustainability also requires the ability to maintain the physical availability, reliability and security 
of  key fuels, while keeping fuel prices at acceptable levels. The different cornerstone fuels in our energy 
system present contrasting pictures in this regard.  Domestic supplies of coal are abundant, and there 
appear to be no major threats to the reliability and security of its delivery at acceptable prices. The 
potential liabilities of coal lie elsewhere, in its effects on environmental sustainability.  However, even 
under the Nuclear Base Case fuel and technology assumptions, increasing coal supplies would still be 
required for electric generation.  Deployment of advanced nuclear generation is projected to produce a 
more gradual rather than accelerating expansion of U.S. coal requirements (Figures 3-34 and 3-35).  

Under all cases examined in this study, petroleum use in the U.S. energy system is projected to reach 
much higher levels than today, driven largely by the transportation sector (Figure 3-34). This prospect 
already generates concern regarding the security, reliability and costs of petroleum supply, as evidenced 
by such debates as those regarding Middle East oil politics, drilling in the Alaska National Wildlife 
Refuge, and the magnitude and effects of gasoline taxes.  Given this situation, displacing a meaningful 
portion of the projected petroleum use with other energy sources would enhance U.S. energy 
sustainability.  Increased electricity use in transportation is one candidate.  It would also be desirable to 
avoid compounding our concerns regarding economic and secure oil delivery from overseas sources with 
similar concerns for future natural gas needs in the U.S. (see below).  By providing a non-fossil 
alternative for electric generation, advanced nuclear technology has the potential to help address these 
concerns.  
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Figure 3-36. Consumption of Petroleum Products Under the Nuclear Base Case, 1990-2050  

Natural gas is a versatile fuel with many uses.  It is currently the fuel of choice for expansion of electric 
generation.  If there were to be significant CO2 restrictions, it is typically projected that our reliance on 
natural gas would increase substantially. However, the magnitude of the economically recoverable 
domestic natural gas resource is uncertain.  Projections of growing reliance on this fuel are necessarily 
predicated on the discovery of substantial reserves that are currently unknown, as well as on significant 
advances in the economic efficiency of technologies for gas discovery and production.  An alternative to 
domestic natural gas supplies is provided by potential imports of liquefied natural gas (LNG), and several 
such projects are already underway.  However, this may raise some of the same issues regarding security 
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of supply that are currently of concern for petroleum.  In addition, LNG storage facilities present potential 
low probability, but high consequence risks from accidents or sabotage. 

By providing an alternative to coal and natural gas as a major fuel for electric generation, advanced 
nuclear technology can lessen dependence on natural gas, and reduce upward pressure on gas prices. This 
reduces electric generation’s competition with the consumption of natural gas in the residential, 
commercial and industrial sectors.   The deployment of advanced nuclear technology would lead to lower 
cumulative use of natural gas for electric generation (Figure 3-37).  Perhaps, equally valuable would be 
the lower peak levels of natural gas consumption 20-30 years from now and avoiding swings in gas 
consumption.   

Of course, if there were to be CO2 restrictions or other impediments to continued reliance on coal-fired 
generation, the pressure on natural gas would be even greater and the value of alternatives to relieve that 
pressure would also be greater. It is important to ultimately consider other possible futures regarding 
natural gas resources and their utilization.  A range of conditions, such as those depicted to a limited 
extent in Figure 3-7, would give rise to range of benefits from deploying advanced nuclear technology. 
Relieving pressure on the natural gas production, delivery and consumption infrastructure by increasing 
nuclear generation would enhance energy system sustainability.      

Another possibility,  well beyond the scope of the present study, is that hydrogen created by utilizing 
nuclear power could become a new cornerstone fuel for the U.S., including the transportation sector.   
While it appears very unlikely that this could take place prior to 2020, it could be significantly underway 
within this study’s 2050 time horizon.  Such a development could, greatly reduce reliance on natural gas 
and other fossil fuels and would affect all sectors of the economy, including transportation.  
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Figure 3-37. Advanced Nuclear Technology Reduces Long-Term Reliance on Natural Gas for 

Electric Generation, 1990-2050 

In terms of enhancing the reliability and security of an economic fuel supply, nuclear technology is likely 
to be in a favorable position, compared to petroleum and natural gas.  However, wide expansion of 
nuclear generation both domestically and abroad would place new demands on the uranium supply 
system, and the price and nuclear fuel cycle implications of such increases require evaluation.  

Among the renewable energy technologies for electric generation that are presently considered promising, 
some have “fuel supplies” that are limited in terms of realistic rates of production, even if they are 
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“renewable.”  This appears to be the case for economic geothermal resources and for waste-related fuel 
streams, whether categorized as “municipal solid waste” or “biomass.” The ability to produce expanded  
amounts of biomass fuel via energy crop plantations has not been demonstrated to be clearly feasible from 
a combined technical, economic and political (e.g., land use) perspective.  Wind resources are potentially 
large, and wind energy systems accounts for most of the growth in renewable generation projected under 
all cases in this study (Figure 3-38).29  However, high quality sites are restricted to certain parts of the 
country, and after development of the best sites in terms of wind speeds and accessibility, the remaining 
sites provide diminishing returns through increasing costs and lower energy output.  In addition, the 
ability of wind energy systems to meet future energy needs is limited by the intermittent nature of the 
wind resource.  In this sense, this “fuel supply” is not fully reliable and requires backup generation 
sources to provide certain delivery at all times.  The potential solar energy “fuel supply” such as provided 
by solar cell technology is essentially unlimited, but this technology awaits further uncertain technology 
advances, before it becomes competitive on a large scale, and solar “fuel” suffers from the problem of 
being intermittent and thus not fully reliable.  
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Figure  3-38. Renewable Generation Growth Under the Base Case  

3.7.3 Environmental Sustainability 

Besides the reliable, secure and economic supply of cornerstone fuels, energy sustainability requires 
environmental sustainability.  One threat to environmental sustainability is presented by emissions from 
burning fossil fuels. These emissions have potential health, ecological and global climate implications, 
and may entail high costs for their control and mitigation. The most prominent emission issues 
confronting fossil fuels concern NOx, SO2, mercury and CO2. Deployment of advanced nuclear 
generation could play a major role by:  

• reducing emission impacts and emission compliance costs  for electric generation overall,  

• reducing the costs of market-based emission credits, thus benefiting fossil fuel uses for which 
there may be no readily available low-emission substitutes, 

                                                      
29 Compared to the Base Case shown in Figure 3-38, renewable generation growth was moderately higher 

with advanced nuclear technology excluded and higher still under the moderate carbon tax case.  
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• reducing pressure on other “solutions” to emission restrictions, such as increased reliance on 
natural gas or crash deployment of  renewable technologies and energy efficiency measures,  

• allowing time to develop and deploy efficient, desirable long-term emission solutions that are 
not presently as developed and proven as is advanced nuclear technology.  

There are other kinds of issues concerning energy system effects on environmental sustainability besides 
power plant emissions. These should be addressed by a more in-depth evaluation of the environmental 
sustainability of our electric generating system. For example, environmental sustainability could be 
considered in the following areas: 

• Land use and by-products associated with resource extraction, which are especially important 
for fossil fuels, biomass and uranium production,  

• Effects of the fuel transport and transshipment system, which are important for fossil, nuclear 
and biomass fuels,  

• Effects on land use by generators and energy system infrastructure, especially where large 
amounts or unique kinds of land are required. This is particularly applicable to hydro and 
wind, and possibly to large linear projects such as gas pipelines and expanded electric 
transmission lines, 

• Effects of generation byproducts other than emissions, including waste heat and fuel or 
reagent wastes.  These are especially applicable to coal, biomass, and nuclear generation.  

3.7.4 How Much Do We Rely on Uncertain Technology Advances? 

A sustainable energy system should not find itself in the position of relying on uncertain future 
technology advances in order to maintain basic fuel supplies and environmental sustainability. Thus, 
sustainability could be threatened if the future natural gas supplies needed to provide a reliable fuel 
supply or to achieve environmental goals become dependent on substantial but uncertain technological 
advances regarding natural gas discovery and production. Similarly, energy system and environmental 
sustainability could be threatened if continued reliance on coal is based on an assumed ability to develop 
and deploy carbon capture and sequestration technology on a massive scale. Sustainability could be 
threatened, if we count on the development of solar technology or biomass production and gasification 
technology within a timeframe that may not be achievable, or if we count on the ability to devote large 
amounts of land and infrastructure to wind farms or biomass plantations.  In this regard, advanced nuclear 
technology is more proven in terms of our ability to refine and deploy the required technology on a large 
scale within the timeframe required to meet other energy system and environmental goals.   

3.7.5 Security Concerns Extend Beyond Reliable Energy Delivery  

Security concerns extending beyond energy delivery (such as the security of oil imports) must be included 
in any evaluation of energy system sustainability.  Energy system modeling such as used in the present 
study can help define the broad energy context within which security concerns are addressed.  For 
example, such modeling can provide a range of reasonable possibilities regarding the numbers of different 
kinds of facilities and the volumes and pathways of energy flows.  However, many important security 
issues, involving low probability, high consequence events or deliberate acts of sabotage, may start with 
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the energy system, but will ultimately extend well beyond it.  These issues must be addressed through 
analysis well beyond energy system modeling.  Examples include the  risks of accidents and sabotage at 
various stages of the nuclear and other fuel cycles.  Aside from often cited security issues associated with 
the nuclear fuel cycle, there are risks from accidental and deliberate incidents affecting other energy 
facilities, such as dams, transmission lines, pipelines, refineries, gas and oil storage, and transshipment 
facilities, including LNG terminals.   In general, with the exception of large dams, greater risks appear to 
lie with fossil and nuclear facilities and their fuel cycles, rather than with renewable energy sources.30  
However, the U.S. energy system clearly cannot do without large amounts of fossil or nuclear energy, at 
least for many years.  Therefore, addressing the security aspect of energy sustainability requires balancing 
diverse and often disparate risks for these different energy systems.  

3.7.6 Alternative Sustainability Futures 

Energy sustainability is inherently a long-term issue. It also inherently involves a high degree of 
uncertainty, since “sustainability” encompasses many varied “what if” threats that might occur if events 
follow certain courses.  The evaluation of sustainability must also address a range of technical 
uncertainties. Therefore, dealing with sustainability requires the identification and analysis of a 
considerable range of alternative futures, certainly a much wider range than was appropriate for the 
present screening study.  Nevertheless, there are three important statements we can make regarding the 
role that advanced nuclear generation could play in providing energy sustainability.    

Advanced nuclear generation:  

• Could enhance diversity in a U.S. energy system dominated by fossil fuels.  

• Could help provide a more sustainable and less at-risk U.S. energy system in the event that 
stringent emission restrictions are instituted, especially regarding CO2.  

• Is currently technologically proven and known to be capable of large scale deployment, if needed, 
more so than many other alternatives, which some energy strategies would rely upon, such as 
carbon capture/sequestration, the exploitation of new kinds of natural gas resources, and the very 
rapid and extensive development and deployment of renewable energy technologies.   

 

 
30 It should be noted that currently operating U.S. nuclear power plants and their associated nuclear fuel 

cycle already operate under stringent security restrictions. The nuclear power industry has maintained 
an excellent safety record, particularly when compared with other generating technologies.  However, 
the consequences and liability for nuclear plant accidents or acts of sabotage, the potential diversion of 
nuclear fuels and the acceptability of waste storage are all concerns that could significantly affect the 
deployment of advanced nuclear power plants. 
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